HOW VIRTUAL REALITY
COULD AFFECT
INVESTOR RELATIONS
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or those connected to the financial markets, much of 2017 has been taken up with
quantifying, analyzing and preparing for compliance with MiFID II. Outside of the

financial markets though, where any mention of MiFID II is likely to elicit a confused shrug
of the shoulders, many businesses have been wrestling with an alternative challenge what the rapid advancements in a host of new technologies will mean for their business
models and the way they operate?
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1. https://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=prUS42331217
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Virtual Reality and Investor Relations
So, what does all this actually mean for Investor Relations? Well, to be frank, at the moment not very much. Despite the rapid
advancements in technology and increasing user numbers, this is still niche technology and producing content requires time, effort and
money. But as adoption grows and we look to the future, there are a few interesting potential applications in the field of Investor Relations.

Site visits

Large investor events

As research has become commoditized and asset managers seek

Similar to the issue with site visits above, attending a large

ever more bespoke interactions in order to gain unique insights into

investor event often requires travel and time. There has been a

a company’s operations, increasing value is being put on site visits.
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for the investor relations team and executives tasked with hosting
the individual PM’s and Analysts. On top of this, for the companies
where demand for these tours outstrips the capacity of an IR team

Product run-throughs

to host, inevitably there will be a number of disappointed potential
investors.
The use of VR in this context takes away the pain of organizing
these bespoke tours and significantly widens the potential
audience. The IR team could produce detailed tours of their operating facilities, overlaid with expert commentary and pertinent
financial details. As an example, it is easy to imagine the value to an
investor of being able to walk around a factory floor at their own
pace, focusing on each element that is of interest to them and pull
down audio descriptions from the factory floor manager alongside
financial details on the cost of operating the factory and the specific
contributions to operating margin - all from the comfort of their
own office at a time that is convenient to them.

One thing we haven’t mentioned thus far is the use of haptic
technology. Haptic technology, recreates the sense of touch by
applying forces, vibrations, or motions to the user and will be
familiar to anyone who has seen images of users wearing futuristic gloves when using VR technology. This type of technology could
be leveraged for more detailed product demonstrations allowing
remotely located investors to touch and feel products that are
otherwise inaccessible, while receiving an in-depth description
from the product management team and of course, overlaid with
detailed cost of production and predicted revenue numbers.
These kind of immersive experiences are a potentially powerful
way to really bring the company story to life for an investor new to
the company.
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